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in Vienna, the Government was represented by several
•Ministers. I, too, was among them. I wished to show that
even I, who more than any of the others might have been
thought to have approved of Princip's deed,15 was on the
contrary entirely in agreement with what our Cabinet were
doing. Nevertheless, this occasion and the short stay in
the church were unpleasant to me. I felt myself among
enemies, who did not desire peace with us.16
What a study in the psychology of the guilty conscience!
Knowing of the plot a month beforehand, doing nothing
effective to forestall it, terrified at first that Serbia will be
isolated and attacked, then hopeful that the truth could be
concealed, the Minister of Education goes to church in
pretended mourning for the murdered victim for the sake
of the good impression it will make. No wonder he felt
"unpleasant"!
Many more interesting details of these tragic days M.
Ljuba Jovanovitch gives in his recent revelations, but they
are too long to reprint here. So far as the present writer
is able to judge them in the light of other evidence, the
Minister's account is substantially accurate and trustworthy
—in fact remarkably so, when compared with the memoirs
of other politicians written ten years after the events. To
persons not blinded by prejudice or propaganda it will not
come as such a total surprise that the serious historian can
no longer maintain the theory that the war-guilt was all
on the side of Austria, and that Serbia was an innocent
victim. But among many Serbians and champions of
Serbia, M. Jovanovitch's revelations have roused mixed
feelings of surprise and sorrow, indignation and incredulity*
M. Mousset, who passes for a leading French authority on
Serbia, still writes in 1925: "Without doubt certain diplo-
15	M. Jovanovitch was one of the founders and active members of
the Narodria Odbrana, and, in a paragraph which we have omitted, tells
of his personal acquaintance with Princip at Belgrade.
16	Krv Slovenstva. p. 15.

